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Teaching notes on 14.03 More questions 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To learn how the suffix ‘-ne’ turns a statement into a question in Latin. 
The (slightly weird!) convention of adding ‘-ne’ can really camouflage words beyond 
recognition so in this lesson we’ll practice looking out for it and not letting it bamboozle us! 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘ubi 
natus/nata es?’ [‘Where were you born?’]. Pupils can answer, ‘in … natus/nata sum.’ [‘I was 
born in …], choosing from the countries on the list: 

• Britannia - Britain 
• …Gallia - France 
• …Germania - Germany 
• …Africa - Africa 
• …Italia - Italy 
• …Hispania - Spain 
• …Europa - Europe 
• …America - America 
• …Serica – China (literally ‘Silkland’) 
• …India - India 
• …alibi – somewhere else (which is where we get the English word ‘alibi’ (a plausible 

explanation for placing yourself somewhere other than the scene of a crime). 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge recapping some of the unit’s new Latin 
vocabulary (no English translation, just picture cues). As usual, students match the English 
word to its Latin predecessor. As an extension, pupils can explain the connection between 
the root word and its English derivative, or even think of more English words deriving from 
the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and the question words that we met formally in the last lesson of the unit are 
explicitly displayed, too): 

Slide 3: quid mihi clamabas? [What were you shouting to/at me?] 

Slide 4: cur verum non dicitis? [Why are y’all not speaking the truth?] 
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Slide 5: “ubi pater gladium celavit?” rogavit mater. “nescimus,” responserunt fratres. 
[“Where did Dad hide the sword?” asked the mother. “We don’t know,” replied the 
brothers.] 

Slide 6: quomodo rex et regina aequi errant? populum curabant et multas villas 
aedificaverunt. [How were the king and queen fair? They used to look after the people and 
they built many houses.] 

Slide 7: “quis in lecto meo dormivit?” dixit Ursus Pater. “quis in lecto meo dormivit?” dixit 
Ursus Mater. “quis in lecto meo dormit?” dixit Ursus Infans. [“Who’s been sleeping in my 
bed?” said Father Bear. “Who’s been sleeping in my bed?” said Mother Bear. “Who is 
sleeping in my bed?” said Baby Bear.] 

Slides 8 

🤓💬 …is a quick recap of the six question words met in the last lesson, encouraging the 
students to match up the Latin to the English translation. If you think you know to which 
Latin an English word belongs, click on it to see if you’re right. 

Slide 9 

Not all questions have a question word. This slide shows how Latin uses the prefix ‘-ne’ on 
the first word of a sentence to turn a statement into a question with an affirmative or 
negative answer. Once seeing a few examples… 

Slide 10 

…the pupils can have a go at translating some words/sentences with ‘-ne’. Draw attention to 
the ways in which different tenses change when turning from a statement into a question: 

e.g. present – ‘You like?’ becomes ‘Do you like?’, past continuous ‘You were walking’ turns 
to ‘Were you walking?’ and ‘He saw the car’ changes to ‘Did he see the car?’ 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise where students have to 
identify the ‘-ne’ in a question and then turn it back into a statement by removing the suffix. 

Slide 11 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘scire’ meaning 
‘fire’? [subconscious, conscious, conscience, science, scientific, prescient] 

Question 2 What two letters can you add to the first word in a Latin sentence to turn it from 
a statement into a question? [‘-ne’] 
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Question 3 quid Latine est 🌌  ? [multus/multa] 


